There are sixteen known methods for automatic text summarization. In our study we will use Natural language processing NLP within hybrid approach that will improve the quality of important sentences selection by thickening sentence score along with reducing the number of long sentences that would be included in the final summarization. The based approach which is used in the algorithm is Term Occurrences.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic Text summarization [1] is a mechanism of generating a short meaningful text that can summarize a textual content by using computer algorithm. The quality of the summarization depends on the quality of the selection ability of the important sentences, paragraphs out of the main document that was given as input. That list of the sentences will be used in the formation of the final summarization with different custom ways which will represent the original content.
Automatic Text summarization is sub method in Data mining. And it is necessary in many sectors such as Search engines, Education, Business intelligence, Social media, and e-commerce.
As one of artificial intelligence functions, automatic text summarization have sensitive operations that require accuracy for meanings capturing, since there is no awareness to understand the content. Recently as data became large enough that makes easy classification is big challenge, while natural language processing NLP [2] tools advancing and as it's the backbone for text summarization, approaches and algorithms been developed to reform and improve the quality of the output. It become necessary to shorthand the data with the most important content text summarization is an efficient method for knowledge mining and extraction for many different sector.
Text Summarization Methods and approaches which currently in Development such as Neural networks [5] , Graph theoretic [6] , Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF IDF) [7] [8], Cluster based [8] We are addressing the techniques that improves term occurrence processing that gives better score for the sentences selected to be included in the summarization.
RELATED WORK

Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF IDF) approach
TF IDF stands for term frequency-inverse document frequency, and the tf-idf [7] [8] [3] weight is a weight often used in information retrieval and text mining. This weight is a statistical measure used to evaluate how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus. The importance increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the document but is offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus. Variations of the tf-idf weighting scheme are often used by search engines as a central tool in scoring and ranking a document's relevance given a user query. TF: Term Frequency, which measures how frequently a term occurs in a document. Since every document is different in length, it is possible that a term would appear much more times in long documents than shorter ones. Thus, the term frequency is often divided by the document length, the normalization equation:
Where ni,j is the number of occurrences of the considered term (ti) in document dj, divided by ∑k nk, j which is the total number of words in document dj.
IDF: Inverse Document Frequency is a measure of how much information the word provides, that is, whether the term is common or rare across all documents. It is the logarithmically scaled inverse fraction of the documents that contain the word, obtained by dividing the total number of documents by the number of documents containing the term, and then taking the logarithm of that quotient as the following equation:
Where |D| : total number of documents in the corpus divided by {j where the term t appears, if the term is not in the corpus, this will lead to a division by zero. It is therefore common to adjust the denominator to 1 + {j a single document only, then IDF value will = 1.
Then we have the value of TF-IDF as TF * IDF for each term.
By sorting the results descending, we will get the highest terms in the given inputs.
Important sentences using Term Frequency
Usually the evaluation of sentence s split the document into sentences and counting the score for each sentence then sort them down descending to get the top sentences which would include in the summarization. Terms denseness gives the sentence its score.
THE METHODOLOGY
We developed an approach we called it thick sentences that thickening sentence score which is Re-filtering important sentences, to fetch sentences with higher value and density and lower length. In short it's summarizing the summarization.
Our target is increasing sentence value along with reducing unnecessary words and long sentences, which make the top sentences list has more value. So that sentence score equal total sentence terms occurrence divided by sentence words, as the following equation:
Where SS is the total sentence score and occurrence (number of appearance in the whole document
Data Extraction and procedure steps
• Sentences splitting: split the inputs (document/s) into array of sentences to improve terms fetching.
• Natural Language Processing NLP keywords from the each sentence which have meaningful value such as nouns and adjectives, excluding stop words which can give false result. In term frequency approach, terms extraction happens once and globally for the entire inputs and getting high terms by filtering the top terms based on their frequency. In our method terms extraction happens for each sentence separately to reduce the time for terms comparison and avoiding missing terms.
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ETHODOLOGY AND ALGORITHM
We developed an approach we called it thick sentences that thickening sentence score which is filtering important sentences, to fetch sentences with higher value and density and lower length. In short it's summarizing the summarization.
increasing sentence value along with reducing unnecessary words and long sentences, which make the top sentences list has more value. So that sentence score equal total sentence terms occurrence divided by sentence words, as the following equation:
here SS is the total sentence score and ∈ TOC (term occurrence count) is sum of sentence terms occurrence (number of appearance in the whole document\s), SWn is the sentence words count.
Data Extraction and procedure steps split the inputs (document/s) into array of sentences to improve terms
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split the inputs (document/s) into array of sentences to improve terms : in this part we used NLP Tools [4] to extract the keywords from the each sentence which have meaningful value such as nouns and xcluding stop words which can give false result. In term frequency approach, terms extraction happens once and globally for the entire inputs and getting high terms by filtering the top terms based on their frequency. In our method terms extraction happens for each sentence separately to reduce the time for terms comparison and avoiding missing
• Loop and indexing: each sentence had index with the array of terms related, indexing the sentence to define its score based on evaluation result.
• Score Evaluation: applying our method on each sentence loop to get each score from related terms, as per the formula "SS = ∈TOC / SWn".
• Promote important sentences: sort the results based on score descending and get top sentences. 
Algorithm
RESULTS
We tested our method on Science-space articles from (20 newsgroups datasets) [18] , in the following table the results of top ten sentences in comparison with the initial term frequency method, sorted by our score descending.
As the both approaches are dealing with terms occurrence to promote the important sentences, the advantage here that we reduced results length, without losing the value of meaning or terms.
As we can see in " Table 1 " we are getting short sentence in the top along with high terms occurrence by sorting by our score.
Where the sentences are contain strong related terms in most of its words. 
CONCLUSIONS
Clean selection of important sentences is the first stage to have efficient summarization. Sentence score is in making by many approaches, term frequency is one of the best methods from important sentences detection. By using thick sentences we have better quality as we can see from the following points.
• Promote short sentences which has a high terms occurrence.
• Unload unnecessary words which can increase the final summarization.
• Fast implementation from logic side.
• Summarize the summarization.
In this study we reviewed the main methods and ways to summarize text, we improved the term occurrence method by thickening sentence score and our system used C# 4.0 framework and Apache OpenNLP [4] .
FUTURE WORK
Our equation was developed for specific scope that will be used mostly for web content.
The challenge when we tested the same approach but with larger inputs which contains a huge number of documents such as large books, then the results had less quality as term occurrence will not give accurate values and therefore the equation need to be adapted to cover this gap.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
As it is about text summarization, so we used our method to summarize our paper itself and include top 5 sentences here as secondary visual result in the following Table. 
